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Сaer Sidi
Boost Monetization of your Games

Cross-Real

ecosystem



Story
Lots of brands earn up to 10 times more from 
their merch than from products sales
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Rovio generated more than 40% of its 

$200 million revenue through official 

Angry Birds merchandise.


Over the first 30 days after launching the 

in-game store, Snowman made over 60% 

of their previous year’s revenue from 

merchandise and saw 75% of net new 

sales come through the in-game 

storefront.



1st day

High Customer Acquisition Cost — 

Low Retention Rate
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Getting beyond Day 1 for retention is  

a common problem among game 

developers and with the industry 

average being just 25% it’s less than 

encouraging.


According to GameAnalytics research, 

only the top games achieve Day 1 

retention rates of 35% or 11% for Day 7. 

The industry average for Day 7 is even 

lower at 6%.

https://gameanalytics.com/blog/mobile-gaming-benchmarks-2018-key-takeaways.htmlSource:

7th day

Problem
caersidi.net
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Phygital

gate Physical + digital

Interactive merchandise


Analytics-powered retention 
program for gamers


Esports integration


Collectible miniatures


Solution —  
new retention and 
monetization 
methods
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Any products: figurines, cards, plush toys, 
accessories, etc.

caersidi.net

Any platform 
integration

We create amazing accessories that can activate 

additional game content, expand the capabilities 

of player profiles, or give daily bonuses.

The value of real-world assets and the company’s 

revenue grow simultaneously

Interactive 
merchandise with 
in-built NFC chips 


Merch 2.0
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Our loyalty program will increase your retention 

rate and turn your players into true fans and 

ambassadors.

More incentives to keep playing

Viral effect for social media

Powerful software for user interaction

Analytics-powered 

retention program
Help players to establish deeper


connection with the game



Fans will be more engaged with their 

favorite influencers through unique 

NFC-enhanced clothes.

A full production cycle of epic interactive merchandise 

linked to popular Esports personalities
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By simply tapping the “heart” with their 

phone, fans will immediately see the full 

live profile of their favorite Esports stars.

All the stats

Kill-death ratio, favorite heroes & more

Live news feed 
Notifications on the competitions or streams

Bio, photos, social media links, etc.

Esports integration

The possibilities are endless! 



Collectable 
miniatures
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The exact tracked number


of figures (limited edition)


Complete characteristics 

stored on the NFC chip


The exact owner of the


figure and tabletop game


caersidi.net
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Integration examples
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Analysis Design & Production

Integration

We analyze your data on the retention


rate and your existing achievement


and event systems to develop a


customized solution for the players.

We design and produce


innovative phygital figurines, based 

on characters from your game


Quick integration of the game into


the Caer Sidi ecosystem. We create 

pages of the developers and 

products.


Grand Event

You announce the dates and the 

rules of the event. Minimum 

development required — we just 

use data from your existing  

Achievement system


Results

We count the winners and ship


the prizes. Overall user retention


Increases up to 12%.

Quick and 
simple 
onboarding!



Target audience
caersidi.net

B2C

B2B F2P projects that havean active audience of about 100k users 
(MAU) or more.


Premium projects with strong and memorable characters.


The main buyers are in the B2C audience. According to the 
current statistics, we have here gamers 22-38 years old, 
mostly men (80/20). Their location depends on the 
products connected to the platform. At the moment, we 
have users mostly from Germany and Britain. 

Developers of online games

Developers of tabletop games and miniatures

Gamers
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Successful 
Cases
These big companies rather 

form the market, so they are not 

really our direct competitors.

EPIK creates unique digital content and merch for 
games. The company collaborates with famous 
brands. Also, EPIK produces digital content and 
collections of limited editions, using blockchain for 
proving uniqueness and transparency of transactions.


caersidi.net

This project plans to work with developers and 
publishers of tabletop games. It has almost the 
same features as Caer Sidi, but the service has not 
been released yet, it has even no MVP. Still, they 
actively work on customer development by 
participating in events, such as UKGE.

The company produces vinyl toys with NFC 
chips, integrated into Ethereum. At the moment, 
they have implemented the CryptoKitties case. 
In the positioning, the project also uses 
distributed registry: authenticity, collectibility, 
and uniqueness of figurines.



Who we are
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Sergei Ivancheglo

A visionary, renowned in 
tech-driven communities. Sergey 

co-founded IOTA and has a 

track-record of successful 
projects, including IOTA and NXT

Co-founder & Visionary

Aliaksei Ivaniukovich

Accomplished designer of modern semiconductor 
devices. Advises Caer Sidi on NFC use cases and 

other tech


Principal Engineer at Samsung Electronics  
R&D office at Seoul


Gabil Tagiev

A serial entrepreneur with four startups and one exit, 
a professional game developer with his own studio. 

Gabil develops the startup incubator Rocket DAO.  

He is one of the leaders in the network of business- 
angels — Angels BAND.

CEO at EVA Studio & RocketDAO

caersidi.net

Constantine Zhukov

Acknowledged specialist with proven record in game 
development. Advises on integrating various game 

worlds into Caer Sidi

Co-owner and CTO at Sargos Games


Trusted Advisors

Pavlo Shlapak

Experienced manager with focus on 
development, innovations, and 


technologies. Co-founded and 

managed several successful projects

Co-founder & CEO



Experienced team of enthusiasts

Vladimir Sedluho

Designer

Dmytro Kolesnik

Project Manager

Alex Petukh

Product Owner

Employees

20+

Countries
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Olga Fedina

Tabletop expert

Maxim Tiseyko

Business Developer
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Manufacturing expert

Stanislav Nikonovich

Valiantsin Tryzna

Co-Founder & CFO



20192018

2020

Project 
Timeline & 
Traction
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In an office in Minsk, a small 
team starts working on an 
ambitious vision called 
Paracosm Project

JUNE January

Development of Caer Sidi is 
started – a B2B oriented solution 

March

Caer Sidi Pre-Sale

$1.1M Raised

Figurines sold

1,000+

Partnership with 
Iridescent Studio


Development of 
Caer Sidi Hub

Closed alpha-testing of Caer Sidi Hub


Transfers of assets between Caer Sidi 
users are enabled

June

Open alpha-testing of Caer 
Sidi Hub and the game 
Altar: the War of Gods


Development of Caer Sidi 
Mobile started

July

New advisers of the project: 
Aliaksei Ivaniukovich and 
Constantine Zhukov

Participation and 
victory in GameGroove 
Mastermind

New partners/clients

September

Participation and 
victory in Startup 

Training Camp 
(Rocket DAO)

October
Caer Sidi Beta


New adviser Gabil Tagiev


Caer Sidi and Paracosm — 
a great start to continue


November
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Thanks for attention

mt@caersidi.net

At the moment, we are in the process of reaching new markets 
and making contacts with partners in the game industry.


Any support in this will be very helpful.

Maxim Tiseyko


